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Several titles took me through the many months of isolation of 2020 years. Normal people of the Limited Hulu series. ChloÃƒ Â © Zhao Nomadland Film. All clothes in Mrs. America and the Queen's Gambit also helped. As they did the very unexpected twists in Kaley Cook, the flight attendant. Also, Dan Levy's sweaters in SchittÃ ¢ â,¬ Â "¢ s Creek,
obviously. But what about 2021? Fortunately, it doesn't seem to go there soon new movies and TV releases. HBO has announced new seasons for its insecure shows and successions arriving in 2021, as well as the release of the Prequal House of the Dragon throne game in 2022. Disney Plus has a long list of new programming this year for fans Of the
star wars and wonderful universes. Finally we see Keanu Reeves and Carrie-Anne Moss in the matrix 4. And Netflix has just promised that we will be able to watch "new films, every week, all year". Some of the new titles of 2021 will be ready films and had the release dates postponed because of the pandemic, as a quiet, timeless place to die and the
black widow. But a lot of content we will like it is just simple new, which means that it was produced and shot during the pandemic times. Here's how it was also possible. Back in June 2020, Hollywood's big unions released a report entitled "The Safe Waying Awards" which has outlined extensive security guidelines on how the members of the cast
and crew could return to work. Has created a "zone system" which has written that everyone works in a production will be tested in the last 24 hours before entering the so-called A Zone A - the area of a production that includes artists, which during shooting cannot use DPI Or follow distance physical requirements. The area of a production is also
constituted by those who are in direct contact with actors, such as the director, camera operators or makeup and hair artists. They are all tested for Covid-19 at least three times a week. Photo of courtesy: Eric McCandless / ABC "Zone B is everywhere production has a fingerprint that is not the Area A. The use of PPE and strict physical physical
practices are observed and applied within the area B" Adds the report. Those in the B area are tested at least once a week. Both the gilding of America's administrators (DGA) and SAG-AFTRA, the union of the actors, has accepted these security guidelines for their members. This allowed them to slowly restart production in the United States. The
Writers Guild of America (WGA), in turn, has published the best practices for the rooms of the Zoom writer, which means that the new seasons of most of your favorite TV programs have been written in virtual settings. The WGA guidelines specify scholars should repay writers for expenses such as ergonomic monitors or chairs and advise on the
programming of 10-minute breaks during room time. They also recommend using software Ã ¢ â,¬ "as Writersroom Pro or Miro Ã ¢ â,¬" which allows screenWriter to imitate use of a blackboard, the place where they would normally noted the details on the development of the character or texture before putting them on the page. The paradise of the
writers was immune to the pandemic, however, and some television shows even incorporated the Covid-19 plots in their plots to reflect the reality we faced for the last year. Gray anatomy, the Conners, Black-Ish and a special episode of Mythic Quest: Raven's banquet found ways to reflect the crisis of real life through their characters. And of course,
shooting have not been only started into the United States. Netflix announced in June that some of his shows rosters Spaniards were recovering production, including Stephen King King Favorite Money Heist (La Casa de Papel), which also has Netflix's most observed non-English show. One of the directors of the show, Koldo Serra, published in his
Instagram account on August 17, 2020, from the new standard of shooting in times when masks are a need. Photo of courtesy: @ Koldo_serra / Instagram Jurassic World: domain has resumed production in July in London after commissioning a Medical structure to manage production. All crew members have been tested before and during production.
The management has also limited the number of people admitted in the different spaces through the pinewood studios in which the film was shot, is assured to install more sinks, distributed disinfectant and recalled the necessary crew of respecting the rule " 6 feet of separation ". Even during the summer and autumn, the sequel Avatars returned to
shooting in New Zealand and Shang-Chi Marvel restarted (and wrapped) shooting in Australia, where the cases were lower. "The interesting thing about it, I think, too, is that it is not so many all those who will poison each other, is a lot of self-police, which is how, Ã,Â« I want to make sure I'm not doing anything to put my members of the crew, my
beings, in danger, "said Awkwafina Shang-who told the Hollywood journalist on the recovery experience in this situation. The Night Alley in Stella Guillermo del Toro has collected production in September in Vancouver, after being stopped in March of 2020. "It's not easy," said Mexican director during a virtual panel this summer. "Basically you are
making a great surgical theater. You must be sterile, have all in almost clinical conditions. But at the same time, you have to reenacto a carnival". Del Toro also explained how difficult it was to coordinate and reprogram your cast for the second portion of the shooting. "The blessing of having this cast is incredible, but the trouble of reprogramming
with all this are enormous because everyone is upon request." Bradley Cooper, Cate Blanchett, Rooney Mara, Collette Tones and Willem Dafoe are some of the big names that appear in a nightmare alley. Netflix has just announced a list of 70 films to be released in 2021, with Gal Gadot and the Red Beat Notice of Rock and Leonardo DiCaprio and
Jennifer Lawrence, DonÃ ¢ â,¬ â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â â € "Look, with each other. How is the streaming giant that bent all that new content? Photo of courtesy: @ Gal_Gadot / Instagram New Movie of Zendaya Movie Malcolm & Marie has made the titles in July to be among
the first productions in the United States after take place after the initial block Covid-19. Netflix has challenged his world rights in September. The film, which will be released on February 5, 2021, also stars John David Washington (Tenet) and was shot over a two-week period in Catorpillar House in Carmel, California. The cast and crew, which was a
very small team, took several tests during production and quarantined for two weeks before the start of shooting, among other safety precautions. Netflix also seems to have perfected the formula of the recovery in these particular circumstances. In a recent interview, the vice president of the physical production company of the original series series,
Momita Sengupta, pour a little more light on the system. Netflix be Netflix, the Streamer uses a tool called Barnes scale, developed by one of the company's data scientists. The scale allows the company to model what the conditions could be on any particular series, taking into account the information as the prevalence of the community of the virus.
This helps them decide which security strategies implement. "One of the strategies Ã ¢ â,¬" and the film used this successfully Ã ¢ â,¬ "is that we go, Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã,Â« ok, looking at this model, I think we should bubble the cast And the crew. "It is what has led to a complete bubble on the red notice in Atlanta, which has its challenges. And then on two
other films, Hustle and DonÃ ¢ â,¬ Â« Looks, C ' It is more a hybrid bubble, which is just the cast and some members of the key crew. We focus on the cast because they are those who do not wear masks and are the most vulnerable, "Sengupta said. The DGA has To its members at the beginning of 2021 that the Covid-19 protocols had been "largely
effective in capturing infected individuals before they are contagious and limiting the widespread potential on the set". The good news is that the system seems to work. And it seems that ... ... See the Candida images, like Chris Evans administered your Covid-19 test on the Boston set of DonÃ ¢ â,¬ â "¢ T Look or Hailee Steinfeld and Jeremy Renner
surrounded by masked members and crew-seen screenshots on the New York set of Haweye. Photo courtesy: Jose Perez / Bauer-Griffin / GC Pictures / Getty Images Plus, the list of new titles in phase proceeds. The Hollywood journalist published a relationship of all the films that is fired by the main film studios during the pandemic in 2020. List the
number of productions more than 73 Ã ¢ â,¬ "and that number represented only the films. But also If Hollywood has perfected the art of filming in "new normal" circumstances, shooting a show or a film in times like these still seems intimidating and incredibly complicated. There is no wonder Tom Cruise has become a bit angry about Mission set:
Impossible 7 few weeks ago because a couple of crew members do not follow the social guidelines. It is probably not to say that we all need a new Hollywood escapism to exceed 2021. So I am pleased with Cruise - and many others in the sector - are insured that the show goes on. BluesKyImage - Shutterstock for some strange reason why the horror
movie writing and direction was mostly associates To men. However, many women have also taken driving roles such as writers, producers and horror movie directors affected. In fact, some film distribution companies are now managed by women. And even for good reason, women have directed some of the most iconic and influential horror films
outside. Yes, it includes the American Psycho shot. Let's take a look at the seven horror films to be observed by women. This is one of the recent horror movies written and directed by a woman, Julia Ducournau, who does a great job in this Cananibal drama. Raw can be one of the most graphic movies of horror on this list, then the viewer attenuates.
He also caused a man to faint to a vision of the festival. Depending on the stomach, this could be a reason to see it or see it. The use of bloody violence and shocking images is what made it so popular. Ida Lupino was a popular actress at the beginning of 1950. After several successful films, she made her way in the directest scene. Released in 1953,
the Hitch-Hiker is one of the original modern films. These are two men who collect a psychotic sentenced that he says that he is about to put an end to their lives before the journey is over. "The Hitch-Hichker": the origin of a Twilight Zone Classic: (new post blog via @wordressdotcom) pic.twitter.com/wpfuu81pdcÃâº "The Twilight Zone
(@thenightgallery) 1 May, 2017 while many think that women do not have much presence in the genus of horrive cinema, this list shows that the statement itself could be more wrong. While women have directed less horror films than men, the films directed by Women are some of the best horror movies you can see. There are many good reasons to
see these films above, but the fact that women indicate them all is another great reason. Ida lupine on the set of hitch-hiker (1953) . pic.twitter.com/gour1er9opÃ¢âº "Albert Galera (@albertgalera) 4 February 2018 2018
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